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I NTRODUCTION

What is NFC

Near-field communication (NFC) is a   set of communication protocols that enable two electronic
devices, one of which is usual ly a   portable device such as a   smartphone, to establ ish

communication by bringing them within 4  cm (1.6 in) of each other.

NFC devices are used in contactless payment systems, simi lar to those used in credit cards and

electronic ticket smartcards and al low mobile payment to replace/supplement these systems. This

is sometimes referred to as NFC/CTLS (Contactless) or CTLS NFC. NFC is used for social

networking, for sharing contacts, photos, videos or fi les. NFC-enabled devices can act as

electronic identity documents and keycards.

NFC offers a   low-speed connection operating at a   frequency of 13.56 MHz.

Use as a  Mobile Payment System

Mobile payment is used in stores and to make remote location payment via messages or mobi le

apps. Different types of mobi le payment mediums, such as near-field communication (NFC) , have

been developed to provide faster money transactions.

The mobi le payment industry witnessed an important development when Apple announced the

launch of Apple Pay, its new payment feature. This feature enables iPhone 6 and 6 plus customers

to make payments at more than 200,000 retai l locations in the U.S. I n addition, in 2015, Starbucks

Corp. launched the Mobile Order & Pay Program across the U.S. to enable customers to preorder

and avoid waiting in long queues, thus boosting the market growth. Growth in e-commerce

industry, increased penetration of smartphones, change in l ifestyle, and the need for quick and

hassle-free transactions drive the market growth.

However, data breaches and security concerns
impede th i s growth .



UPBEAT: Forecast for world shipments of NFC
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BENEFITS AND WEAKNESSES

Benefits

Convenient
The convenience of payment is one of this system’s greatest advantages. NFC makes it very easy

for users to make instant payment via their smartphones and tablets, using their mobi le wal let.

This process of payment is also simple to understand and use. I t helps users perform financial

transactions at the mere touch or tap of their screen.

Versati le
NFC is very versati le, in that it covers a   range of different industries and services. This mode

of payment can be used for the purposes of mobi le banking, reserving restaurant seats and movie

passes, booking train tickets, getting real -time updates on expenditure and reward points,

redeeming rewards and coupons and much, much more.

Better User Experience
This system is beneficial for enterprises too – companies that readi ly adopt the latest technology

are viewed by customers as being dynamic and progressive. Using this technology also helps them

serve their customers better by presenting them with an easy and hassle-free mode of payment.

Offering better user experience helps establ ishments enhance their own productivity and

efficiency, thus enabl ing them to sustain customer loyal ty, whi le also attracting newer customers.

Weaknesses

LACKOF UNIVERSALITY

Global shipments of NFC-enabled mobi le

phones are more than four times higher

in 2018 than in 2013, the researchers add,

with annual shipments increasing from

275m units in 2013 to 1.2bn units in 2018.

Even today, only 64%
of al l mobile phones
shipped in 2018 wil l be
NFC-enabled , up from
18.2% in 2013.
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HIGH COST OF NFC

I t may prove to be much too expensive for companies to adopt NFC-enabled technology;

to purchase and maintain related machines and other equipment. While large and wel l -

establ ished companies such as Starbucks have successful ly incorporated the technology within

itsel f; smal ler companies could find it d ifficu l t to sustain their existing turnover and enhance

profits. I nstal l ing the hardware and software and hiring technicians to maintain the same could

resul t in spiral ing expenses.

The high cost of NFC is already slowing down adoption of NFC-based solutions in smal l and

mis-sized companies – who wil l be at a   d isadvantage, as they stand to lose current customers

looking for easier, more integrated and contactless methods of payment.

CYBERSECURITYWEAKNESSES

Eavesdropping
Eavesdropping is arguably the number one threat facing al l NFC contactless payments. The term

refers to a   criminal “l istening in” on an NFC transaction.

I nterception Attacks
I n addition to eavesdropping attacks, users are also vulnerable to interception attacks. They

function in a   simi lar way to man-in-the-middle attacks: a   hacker receives information from one

device, al ters it, then passes it to the intended recipient.

Proximity Attacks
Researchers presented a   demo of a   real world attack, to which al l NFC capable Android phones

are vulnerable. This attack, del ivered through infected apps, exploits the NFC feature al lowing

hackers to steal money from victims’ credit cards anytime the cards are near the victims' phone.

MiTM & Malware Attacks
ENISA in its report Security ofMobile Payments and Digital Wallets has identified a  l ist of the major
risks related to mobi le payment appl ications.

Mobi le Payment Appl ication Users Threats directed against the users of mobi le payment

appl ications are:

• Phishing and social engineering attacks

• I nstal l ation of rogue appl ications and malware

• Mobile Payment & Digital Wal let Appl ications Threats Reverse engineering the appl ication

source code

• Exploit of mobi le payment appl ication vulnerabi l ities

• MiTM attacks against the POS contactless terminal and POS server connections

• Relay attacks against NFC enabled POS contactless terminal

• Payment fraud

The report also states that for Providers that relay on fingerprint biometrics for user

authentication: "Extensive research has proven that fingerprint authentication can be bypassed

and has been shown to be breakable."
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USER EXPERIENCEWEAKNESSES

Typing in Usernames, Passwords and Codes.
This is another weakness of any NFC based login/transaction system. I t touches not only security

(as those elements are the target for cybercriminals) but also is a   poor UX. When using NFC

based system to perform transaction user typical ly must:

1. log in to his/her bank's mobi le app user must put some Log-in detai l s to get in = a)

cybersecurity threat and b) poor UX – user needs to remember and type login detai l s which

is frustrating and wasting of time.

2. user receives 6-digit code = a) cybersecurity threat (code can be taken over by hackers) and

b) poor UX as this slows down the confirmation process

3. user types 6-digit code = poor UX again

4. user confirms transaction on the smartphone.

This is anything but an easy and simple to use system. Users are sti l l forced to receive and retype

codes which are especial ly frustrating when it needs to be rewritten on the same device (in case

of using the mobi le app) .
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A  TRULY SIMPLE & SECURE ALTERNATIVE

Cyberus Labs has developed a   revolutionary new technology platform cal led CYBERUS KEY that

enables secure transactions between devices using high-frequency sound-waves. Comparing

to NFC’s “universal ity” among the devices actual ly l imited to 64% of the newest ones on the

market that are NFC enabled (not to mention lower percentage in the older ones) , 99% mobile

devices have speakers and microphones so this is the first method which is the most universal and

easiest to adapt for the largest audience. This communication protocol works across al l mobi le,

l aptop and hardtop devices with no extra hardware needed and no l inking process – just place the

devices in proximity and secure communication can occur.

SECURITY

Below we present l ist of reasons why CYBERUS KEY is better than NFC-based systems:

1. CYBERUS KEY only requires an app on users cel l phone, no NFC chip, so it’s more universal

2. CYBERUS KEY only requires a   regular, browser capable tablet as POS. No special NFC POS

required, so it’s more universal .

3. Al l CYBERUS KEY sonic traffic is encrypted and it’s only an OTP, no credit card information

is transmitted.

4. NFC relay attacks are a   form of Man in the Middle, CYBERUS KEY transaction

confirmation defeats that.



For ENISA's l ist of threats for Mobi le Payments and Digital Wal lets CYBERUS KEY is a   perfect

solution and el iminates al l of them:

• Phishing and social engineering – no passwords or/and actionable credential s el iminate
the reason for those attacks.

• Installation of rogue applications and malware – instal l ation of the malware is pointless
as there is no user/card data stored in the device or browser and Out-of-band

communication prevents from the system being exploited and gives an early warning

in such exploitation's attempt.

• Mobile Payment & Digital Wallet Applications Threats Reverse engineering the
application source code – appl ication is only a   signal/one-time token decoder and

no reverse engineering is possible. On merchant/POS side only regular browser is required

so no Reverse engineering is possible. Any Browser compromising thanks to Out-of-band

communication resul ts in such compromise detection and early warning to both: merchant

and user.

• Exploit of mobile payment application vulnerabilities – CYBERUS KEY el iminates the
root of this problem by eliminating the use of any credentials: user login, credit card/bank account

details and provides strong user authentication.

• MiTM attacks against the POS contactless terminal and POS server connections
– POS being a  simple tablet or laptop is being only a  one-time token transmitter

via browser. As there are no user/credit card/ bank account information in use instal lation

of the malware is pointless. The entire user authentication cycle and payment process is ful ly

anonymous for the unauthorised 3rd party.

• Relay attacks against NFC enabled POS contactless terminal – there is no use for rely attacks
in case of CYBERUS KEY as the entire authentication cycle takes approx. 200 ms and uses

Out-of-band communication in connection of one-time tokens so the token cannot be used for any

other than transaction. CYBERUSKEYdefeats the purpose of the relay attacks.

• Payment fraud – CYBERUS KEY is a  proximity based user authentication system that provides

by its nature a  geofencing feature.

As the most recent research revealed cyber attacks
that are after user credentials, passwords and identity
(phishing, man in the middle, social engineering
attacks) are responsible for 80% of all data breaches.

CYBERUS KEY eliminates al l those kinds
of attacks and by the game-changing approach
of post-credentia l -era user authentication solves
over 80% of cybersecurity threats leading
to data breaches.
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USERS' PAINS CYBERUS KEY SOLUTION

pain of remembering, storing, using passwords el iminates passwords

login with passwords takes long time 1 min traditional login vs 3 sec CYBERUS KEY

logon = 20 x faster

passwords can be mistyped and lock account no need to retype anything

use cal l centre to unlock account/recover password no such need - no passwords

poor UX in user authentication (incl . biometrics) 1 cl ick = 3 sec 2 factor CYBERUS KEY logon

compl icated transaction confirmation 1 cl ick transaction confirmation

long time for transaction confirmation with SMS
rewrite

25 sec transaction with token vs 3 sec with

CYBERUS KEY - 1 cl ick = 8 x faster

frustrating UX in transaction confirmation nothing to retype, 1 cl ick confirmation

User Experience

CYBERUS KEY is not only more secure than any other user authentication technology. I t provides

also much improved user experience – so much desired by companies. CYBERUS KEY provides

not only the bank-level security but also great UX:

• Easy cl ients onboarding (users wil l not have to remember, type in any usernames

/passwords anymore)

• Frictionless, one cl ick login CYBERUS KEY cuts down user multifactor user authentication

to only 2 cl icks!

• Faster login / transaction confirmation than any other system – 3 sec vs 1 minute average

= 20 times faster.

• No more rewriting/typing received codes via SMS which is particularly frustrating when

login with one device.

• CYBERUS KEY Out-of-band channel does the secure authentication automatical ly

USER LOGIN/TRANSACTION CONFIRMATION PAINS:

Entire CYBERUS KEY Login UX with mobi le app has been cut to:

1. Start the app (this performs already proximity based 1st factor of authentication ensuring

fraud prevention within one second) .

2. Use fingerprint sensor to confirm user identity and provide 2nd factor.

Transaction confirmation is cut down to 2 steps:

1. See the transaction confirmation message on the mobile device (that in case of compromised

browser shows the fraudulent transaction info) .

2. With one cl ick user either confirms or (unl ike with other systems) has a   chance to refuse

transaction.
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A  TRULY UNIVERSAL PAYMENT SYSTEM –

CYBERUS PAY

CYBERUS PAY is a   fu l ly universal PAYMENT SYSTEM for ALL merchants and ALL
customers. Brings bank-level security and extreme ease of use to the masses.

CYBERUS PAY is the game-changing solution and the most universal payment system ever

provided.

CYBERUS PAY architecture enables the turn of each and any ordinary tablet or laptop that

any type of merchant can use – from a  fruit stand to luxury car dealer – to an easy to use and

secure POS.

This enables massive adoption of the contactless payment also in the areas where the we have

great volume of smal l transactions – l ike ordinary, every-day grocery shopping and others.

The massive adoption is enabled by two drivers:

1. ease of use of the system for end cl ients: 2 cl ick to login and perform transaction – a   real ly

frictionless UX

2. merchant does not need to instal l anything. Al l the merchant needs is a   tablet/laptop

and the browser to have ful ly functional POS at their d isposal .

That is the easiest POS setup ever.

Entire infrastructure is enabled by Service provider / Bank instal l ation of the CYBERUS KEY

at their side.

CYBERUS PAY architecture enables the turn of each
and any ordinary tablet or laptop that any type
of merchant can use – from a fruit stand to luxury car
dealer – to an easy to use and secure POS. This enables
massive adoption of the contactless payment also
in the areas where the we have great volume of small
transactions – like ordinary, every-day grocery shopping
and others.
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I t has another positive effect on the economy: service providers and the banks can col lect the fees

that at this moment Apple/Samsung/Google are col lecting (which are huge) .

END-TO-END SOLUTION FOR NEW
REGULATIONS – PSD2

CYBERUS KEY is also a   system providing secure user authentication and transaction
confirmation required by the PSD2 directive for Banks & TPPs cooperation.

Strict security requirements for electronic payments and the protection of consumers’ financial

data, guaranteeing safe authentication and reducing the risk of fraud are among the the main

points of the PSD2 directive.

The new directive brings key changes that include:

The direct connection between retai lers and banks wil l be enabled using Appl ication

Programming I nterface (API ) .

A  strong customer authentication system – third party access to accounts (XS2A) , the use of API ’s

to connect merchant and the bank directly and the abi l ity to consol idate account information

in 1 portal .

At the same time the TPPs must ensure that the highest levels of security are implemented also

on their side as they wil l be handl ing payments of banks customers.

CYBERUS KEY offers a   possibi l ity to play a   role of the platform connecting banks and TPPs.

I t is one of the main features of the CYBERUS KEY.

Moreover, there i s no internet coverage needed
to make a payment transaction . I t i s su ffi cient
to have a 5G connection and speakers/microphone
activated in both devices e.g. merchant' s tabl et
and cl ient' s smartphone.

Securi ty of on l ine payments and account access
through the introduction of new securi ty requ i rements
for el ectron ic payments and account access .
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The idea behind the system to:

• enable secure login to user account

• provide quick and secure access to user’s account at the bank and TPP based

on Federated ID

• enable secure transaction

• secure anonymous onl ine operation whi le operator has a   fu l l information about the payee

• provide with time, date and geolocation information about account login and transaction

CYBERUS KEY is an user authentication and payment confirmation platform that answers

the requirements of the PSD2 directive. System enables banks' customer to access the account

and make any onl ine transaction.

A  crucial part of the system is a   CYBERUS KEY Authentication Server (CAS) . The instal l ation of

CYBERUS KEY within banks IT infrastructure ensures the safety of users’ data that the bank is

responsible for.

But CYBERUS KEY does much more than that.

For every bank’s customer being registered to the service an anonymous profi le is created on the

CYBERUS KEY Authentication Server (CAS) . Only this server and only the data and user profi le

stored on it is being used for the logon/ transaction confirmation purposes. That means that

no actionable user's credential s are being used to perform any of the above mentioned

operations. CYBERUS KEY is using the concept of the Federated ID system. The only elements

that CYBERUS KEY uses are:

• one-time-code that uses One-Time-Pad methodology generated by the HSM

• app and smartphone unique ID and profi le data

That al lows to keep actionable users credential within the bank's infrastructure and not

to transmit them outside of it and sti l l being able to perform onl ine transactions, without the risk

of unauthorized parties being able to intercept those information and misuse it or even steal the

credential s.

Why is this so important in case of the PSD2 directive? One of the biggest fears of the banks wil l

be sharing their users’ data with TPPs. Another is creating a   common platform that uses API

to connect with TPPs.

CYBERUS KEY is an answer for this. I t is an already existing platform with a   ready API that offers

a   possibi l ity of an anonymous Single-Sign-On solution based on the Federated ID system.

Contrary to the present SSO solutions that transmit user credential s, the sign-on process with

use of the CYBERUS KEY is anonymous. Only a   one-time-code and user profi le is being used for

this operation.

How does this solve problem of PSD2 requirements? Every TPP that wants to make transactions

for the banks customer needs to be integrated with the use of API with bank. CYBERUS KEY

system gives a   solutions to banks and TPPs working together and to perform cl ient’s onl ine

transactions without sharing customer credential s or any identifiable data between banks and

TPP during this process. I n case of implementing CYBERUS KEY in the bank it is enough that

bank's users are also CYBERUS KEY enabled TPPs users or vice versa. TPPs that wil l adopt

CYBERUS KEY wil l have its own separate data base of the customers that are at the same time

customers of the bank behind its own firewal l .
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I n this case, when making a   transaction for a   customer with its bank there is NO user's

information/credential s shared between the entities. However – at this same time both operators

wil l receive information about the transaction. That el iminates the biggest threat of any onl ine

transaction- user's credential s and payment detai l s being transferred onl ine.

CYBERUS KEYAND PSD2 STRONG CUSTOMER AUTHENTICATION REQUIREMENTS

The PSD2 directive also refers to “strong customer authentication” several times. A  strong

customer authentication is now a  core of the technical security standards for payment services

in Europe.

PSD2 defines “Strong Customer Authentication” as authentication based on the use of two or more

elements categorized as:

• Knowledge – something only the user knows

• Possession – something only the user possess

• Inherence – something the user is

Each are independent, so the breach of one does not compromise the reliability of the others.

CYBERUS KEY uses smartphone as a  universal key to any CYBERUS KEY enabled online

service/website.

System provides a   strong customer authentication required be EU directive with:

a) using a   smartphone – something user possess

b) implementing solutions for securing a   CYBERUS KEY with:

• PIN code – something only the user knows,

• biometric technology chosen by the operator – something the user is

I t is, however, very important to remember that biometric technologies should be used

as a   second factor authenticator and not the first one.

CYBERUS KEY system gives solutions to banks and
TPPs to work together and to perform client’s online
transactionswithout sharingcustomer credentials or any
identifiable data between banks and TPP during this
process. In this case, when making a transaction
for a customer with its bank there is NO user's
information/credentials shared between the entities.
However – at this same time both operators will receive
information about the transaction. That eliminates
the biggest threat of any online transaction – user's
credentials and payment details being transferred online.
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From the PSD2 directive regulations emerges strong need of a   one integrated 2 factor

authentication system that is easy to instal l within banks IT infrastructure and is also simple

to use and secure for banks customers.

CYBERUS KEY is such system. I t not only del ivers in one integrated system al l the features that

at present are being del ivered by various systems that need to be integrated later with banks

IT system. CYBERUS KEY:

1. is easy to instal l within any internal bank's I T infrastructure (ready API ) ,

2. uses one-time code that is being used for every login or transaction confirmation,

3. one time code is generated by Hardware Security Module (HSM) and is based on the only

unbreakable encryption system cal led One-Time-Pad or Vernam Cypher,

4. creates anonymous profi le of every registered banks customer stored on the CYBERUS

KEY Authorization Server (CAS) that is instal led behind bank's firewal l to ensure security,

5. uses only one-time-code and anonymous user profi le to perform onl ine transactions (login

and transaction confirmation) ,

6. no customers’ actionable credential s are being used or transmitted during any operation,

7. for al l transactions uses out-of-band communication to ensure ful l security,

8. transaction information includes date, time and geolocation information that are avai lable

to the bank and customer. They also may be transferred to fraud engines of the bank and

by del ivering precise information of made transactions form and analyze customer behavior

patterns that wil l be used to trigger early warning signals preventing fraudulent operations,

9. out-of-band communication also prevent CYBERUS KEY users from performing

unauthorized transactions. Even when cybercriminals would be able to infect browser and

change the transactions detai l s they wil l be passed in this changed form to customer who

wil l be able to reject it, fu l ly aware of the fraud attempt,

10. provides integrated 2 factor authentification system.

The above mentioned advantages and features are making CYBERUS KEY a  game-changing:

universal , easy to use & instal l mul tifactor user authentication and payment platform that is also

an answer for banks and TPPs cooperation in l ight of the new legal requirements of the EU’s

PSD2 directive.

I n case of biometric credential s being stolen users loses
a chance to login with use of biometric technologies
to their account forever. I f biometric is used as a second
factor it can easi ly be replaced with PIN .

For higher security requirements CYBERUS KEY
can integrate within one system multiple layers
of authentication factors, depending
on the operator's needs.
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